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Features & Benefits

� tensile or compression tests 
possible

� max. force (tensile or compression):
500 n

� max. sample size: 8 x 4 x 30 mm³
� min. voxel size: (2 µm)³
� temperature range: –15 °C up to

+100 °C

Users & Application

� material characterization
� mechanical testing 
� studying damage mechanisms 

Status – our offer

� Ct-measurements at the university
of applied Sciences upper austria,
wels

� combination of Ct with tempera-
ture-controlled mechanical testing

Contact data

Johann kastner
university of applied Sciences 
upper austria
Stelzhamerstraße 23
4600 wels, austria
johann.kastner@fh-wels.at

Hot or Cold? Characterization of Damage 
Mechanisms at high or low Temperatures 

Computed Tomography in combination with a tensile/compression stage
can deliver great insights in the damage mechanisms of a material. Due to
high or low temperatures during use, materials may perform differently as
they do at room temperature. Therefore, we offer CT measurements with an
in-situ stage, which cannot only perform mechanical testing (tensile or
compression tests) but also tests where force combined with a specifically
selected temperature is applied to a sample. 

insight in a material’s damage mechanisms
can be crucial for the understanding of any
breakage of a material. with in-situ Ct mea-
surements at high resolution, the behavior of
the microstructure in, e.g., a polymer can be
characterized. but in most applications poly-

mers are not only exposed to stress in form
of elongation or compression – also tempera-
ture can have a great impact on the mecha-
nical behavior of a polymer. for a polymer
system its damage mechanism can be diffe-
rent for high or low temperature applications

In-situ CT measurements at 
defined temperatures 
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– e.g., earlier development of defects such 
as pores and cracks (and therefore higher
forces) in case of low temperatures or only
plastic deformations (and therefore much
lower forces) of the polymer due to high 
application temperatures. therefore, at the
university of applied Sciences upper austria
in wels a modification of the commercially
available Deben Ct500 in-situ tensile/
compression stage was realized, introducing
the option for mechanical testing at selected
temperatures. with this stage in-situ testing
as well as Ct measurements can be 
performed at temperatures down to –15°C
and up to +100°C allowing the characteriza-
tion of damage mechanisms at selected 
temperatures.
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